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• Institute in Amsterdam & partnership with six universities 
• Founded in 1946 and grown to nearly 400 staff
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KM3NeT - concept
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KM3NeT
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KM3NeT is a multi-purpose neutrino observatory, currently being build at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea. It is a follow up of the [X] ANTARES telescope with improved thechnology, and a much bigger design. Just like ANTARES, [X] BAIKAL-Gigaton-Volume-Detector and the IceCube observatory, KM3NeT is a cherenkov based detector.This means that if a [X] neutrino [X] hits an atom –in this case- in water, and the [X] resulting charged particle coming out has a speed larger than the phase velocity of light in the medium, [X] Cherenkov radiation is emitted whose light signals are being picked up by the light sensitive optical modules of KM3NeT.There are basically three type of event signatures in our detector



Angular resolution
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µ

Angular resolution is better 
than 0.1 ° for neutrino 
energies above 20 TeV
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As said, tracks are specifically good for pointing back to the neutrinos origin. The “angular resolution”, so the angle between the true neutrino track and the reconstructed lepton track is smaller than 0.1 degrees above 20 TeV (2*10^4GeV).  [X] for showers this is less good, but still we can reach a 2degree angular resolution[both expected for full building block size]



White Rabbit: an extension of Ethernet

• Two separate tasks
1. Synchronisation:

Fundamental for track reconstruction

2. Deterministic, reliable and low-
latency Control Data delivery

precision

accuracy
< 1 ns

tens of ps

[1] https://standards.ieee.org/ieee/1588/6825/

[1]
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Examples:KM3NeT	=> focus on accuracy for track reconstructionVIRGO 	=> focus on precision (ultra low phase noise) for active laser frequency stabilization using Pound-Drever-Hall technique

https://standards.ieee.org/ieee/1588/6825/


Energy ranges
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KM3NeT/ORCA
Oscillation Research
with Cosmics In the Abyss

KM3NeT/ARCA 
Astroparticle Research
with Cosmics In the Abyss

ORCA

2440m

ARCA

3400m

KM3NeT
ARCAORCA
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As you could already conclude from the previous plots I’ve shown, KM3NeT is sensitive to neutrino’s in a broad energy range. This full energy range is in fact actually covered by two sub-detetors together making up KM3NeT: [X] ORCA and [X] ARCA which stand for ....�In the abstract about this talk I focussed on ARCA because I work mainly on ARCA, but I will also touch upon some ORCA results.ARCA is the detector in Italy at a depth of 3.4km. It will instrument 1 Gton of seawater, with the primary goal of detecting cosmic neutrinos [pink]. The ARCA detector is sensitive in the energy range from several tens of GeV to PeV. �Due to its position in the Northern Hemisphere, ARCA will provide an optimal view of the Southern sky, including the Galactic CenterStudy sourcesORCA, is the detector in France at a depth of 2.4km. This detector is smaller (∼ few Mtons) and has denser arrays. It can perform low-energy neutrino astronomy studies, e.g. searching for MeV-scale neutrinos expected at core-collapse supernovae [red]. But it is optimized for the detection of atmospheric neutrinos [green] in the 1 − 100 GeV. Study particle mass hierarchyNeed different geometry to distinguish different energy ranges for these two separate studies.



1 line =
18 optical modules

1 optical module =
31 photomultiplier tubes

71 unique components 
(in solid or liquid phase)

Detector design
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Video of the pro-
duction at Nikhef

1 building block = 
115 lines
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BBDU1 Optical Module contains 31 PMT’s. Optical cable and power cables make sure the detector can operate, and data is send to shoreIn total 71 unique components (in solid or liquid phase)Besides the 31 x 3” PMTs + reflectorrings3D structureLED flasher & acoustic piezo (for calibration & biophysics!)Tiltmeter/compass (for calibration)Pressure meter, temperature meters (monitoring)CLB (central logic board)One of the main production sites it at the institue where I work. We’ve made a video of production site at Nikhef can be watched following this linkSo far I have been talking about complete building blocks, and two full detectors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzxHlLgAahE


Deployment of new lines
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After production of the lines, each line is furled around a Launching vehicle of Optical Modules, protected against the light and put on deck of the deployment ship.



Deployment of new lines
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Lines are deployed one by one. It takes a couple of hours to reach the seabottom [X] Once a line arrived at the sea bottom, a robot arm, operated from a second ship is used to pull the line to the right position



Deployment of new lines
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Once it’s positioned, the same robot arm is used to pull a handle and release the Launching vehicle which unfurls by the upward pulling force of the optical modules.The Launching vehicle, when fully released, comes back up to the surface and is reused for next deployments.



Sources under observation
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Selected sources under observation
Simulation example of background distribution 

(red) and possible signal clusters (green)
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The analysis considered 4 potential neutrino sources know from gamma ray obervarions by HAWC (eHWC J1825-134, eHWC J 1907+063 and eHWC J2019+368) and the RX J1713 source, which is a young shell-type supernova remnant that has been observed by H.E.S.S. (This last one is our benchmark source since it has been already investigated by KM3NeT earlier).Their positions are plotted in the skymap, and as you can see they are all located in the galactic plane, and two of them close to the galactic centre.What is included in the likelihood framework, is the a tool for the conversion of a gamma flux into the neutrino flux. This tool has been used for 3 HAWC sources considered in this study (HAWC J1825-134, J1907+063, and J2019+368 see plot) as well as the RXJ flux, these fluxes are shown in the left plot.�For the extended source analysis, the three HAWC sources and the RXJ source are analysed assuming the shapes as shown in the table on the right.-----------�The used fluxes here are extracted from different papers from 2020/2021: (J1825-134: Albert et.al., 20201), (J2019+368: hawccollaboration, 2021), (J1907+063: Abeysekara, 2020).
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Rocket science in the deep sea 2

Visualizing underwater waves using 
temperature & underwater robotics

June 2023

sea and oceans,
academic,

fundamental and 
applied research

Roel Bakker
Marck Smit
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 On the island of Texel and Yerseke
 Major working areas: North/Mid Atlantic, 

North Sea, Mediterranean, etc!
 Staff: 200 people + 200 flex
 Founded in 1876

RV Pelagia

Royal NIOZ at a glance:
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3D Thermistor project

Key points
• Measuring internal underwater waves

• Spatial and temporal resolution

• Based on ideas of KM3Net (cubic km neutrino telescope)

the concept of 3D-Thermistor array was born

• Sensor volume: 500,000 m3

• 45 lines, 125 m long, 9.5 m apart, 3,000 sensors

• 3 years sampling

• Water depth 2,500 m

• French Mediterranean

• Close to KM3Net neutrino detector
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Slides by Roel Bakker
Court. Hans van Haren



Thermistor sensor 
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High-res temp sensor 
 Precision < 0.5 mK

• Response time 0.25 s (in water)

• Sensors are ‘wireless’ :
 any number (100 or more)
 at any position on moorings
 no connecting cables 

• All clocks are synchronized inductively

Internal waves

∗ transport of matter                      marine geology

∗ without turbulence no life           marine biology

∗ large-scale ocean stratification  marine chemistry

∗ Impact on underwater structures



Designing, modelling, engineering, 
and …testing, testing, testing
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Testing
• Controlled floating and sinking tests

• Scale model of the Steel ring

• Free fall? Air release valves?

or controlled by parachute??



 Testing 3
• Controlled sinking parachute

• Sensor package placing, with custom build 

assembly raft

20



• Complete ring in the water
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• Making electrical connections for the synchronizer

• Tensioning steel cable grid
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Final steps 

 Placing releases with lines to parachute

 Prepare for towing
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And finally, sinking to the bottom!

• Disconnection from the Pelagia

• Removing air vent flaps at the bottom

• Releasing air by manually opening valves

• Timed release per steel section

24



ROV inspection, 2 months later
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Info GWI 
project

Underwater glider, 3 x

2,000 m Autonomous Underwater Vehicle, AUV

6,000 m 
Remotely Operated Vehicle, ROV

GWI-project Mobile Equipment RV Anna Weber

New Underwater Robotics 
for NL science community



Info GWI 
project

Information on the sub projects

Long range gliders
• Data almost real time via 

satellite telemetry
• Remote control
• Long range en long 

endurance
• Wide array of sensors
• Diving depth down to 

1,000 m 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
(AUV)
• subsea scanning at a close 

distance
• high resolution measurements
• depth rating 2,000 m
• endurance up to 24 hours
• wide array of sensors

Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV)
• experiments, measurements and 

interventions at depth
• depth rating 6,000 m
• robust, stable and precise
• Opto/electric tether 

o wide band fibre optic 
connection

o unlimited endurance
• Live data availability
• Wide array of sensors and tools
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